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volume 3 of 4 this volume contains the war services of 1 regular officers on the active list
and on retired pay and officers on the general reserve 2 officers of the special reserve of
officers the territorial force and those serving on temporary commissions who had war service
prior to the war of 1914 19 and who were gazetted before 2nd january 1918 to mentions in
despatches and honours in the war of 1914 20 also included under separate headings are queen
alexandra s imperial military nursing service territorial force nursing service queen mary s
army auxiliary corps as well as officers of the forces of the oversea dominions and colonies
names are arranged alphabetically it should be noted that officers of the regular army
including those with temporary commissions special reserve and territorial force who have
retired or have relinquished their commissions with permission to retain rank but are not in
receipt of any retired pay from army funds are not included in these lists their details are
published in a separate supplementary volume john hargreaves examines how the british french
belgian spanish and portuguese colonies in tropical africa became independent in the postwar
years and in doing so transformed the international landscape african demands for independence
and colonial plans for reform central to the story are seen here in the wider context of
changing international relationships existing studies of the vietnam war have been written
mostly from an american perspective using western sources and viewing the conflict through
western eyes this book based on extensive original research including vietnamese chinese and
former soviet sources tells the story of the war from the tet offensive in 1968 up to the
reunification of vietnam in april 1975 overall it provides an important corrective to the
predominantly us centric narratives of the war by placing the vietnamese communists centre
stage in the story it is a sequel to the author s routledge curzon book the vietnam war from
the other side which covers the period 1962 68 this book explores the creation and destruction
of abel gance s most ambitious film project and seeks to explain why his meteoric career was
so nearly extinguished at the end of silent cinema by 1929 gance was france s most famous
director acclaimed for his technical innovation and visual imagination he was also admonished
for the excessive length and expense of his productions gance s first sound film la fin du
monde 1930 was a critical and financial disaster so great that it nearly destroyed his career
but what went wrong gance claimed it was commercial sabotage whilst critics blamed the
director s inexperience with new technology neither excuse is satisfactory based on extensive
archival research this book re investigates the cultural background and aesthetic consequences
of gance s transition from silent filmmaking to sound cinema la fin du monde is revealed to be
only one element of an extraordinary cultural project to transform cinema into a universal
religion and propagate its power through the league of nations from unfinished films to
unrealized social revolutions the reader is given a fascinating tour of gance s lost cinematic
utopia feast throughout human history and in all parts of the world feasts have been at the
heart of life the great museums of the world are full of the remains of countless ghostly
feasts dishes that once bore rich meats pitchers used to pour choice wines tall jars that held
beer sipped through long straws of gold and lapis immense cauldrons from which hundreds of
people could be served why were feasts so important and is there more to feasting than
abundance and enjoyment the never ending feast is a pioneering work that draws on anthropology
archaeology and history to look at the dynamics of feasting among the great societies of
antiquity renowned for their magnificence and might reflecting new directions in academic
study the focus shifts beyond the medieval and early modern periods in western europe
eastwards to mesopotamia assyria and achaemenid persia early greece the mongol empire shang
china and heian japan the past speaks through texts and artefacts we see how feasts were the
primary arena for displays of hierarchy status and power a stage upon which loyalties and
alliances were negotiated the occasion for the mobilization and distribution of resources a
means of pleasing the gods and the place where identities were created consolidated and
destroyed the never ending feast transforms our understanding of feasting past and present
revitalising the fields of anthropology archaeology history museum studies material culture
and food studies for all of which it is essential reading neoliberalism s war against
democracy and how to resist it how do we explain the strange survival of the forces
responsible for the 2008 economic crisis one of the worst since 1929 how do we explain the
fact that neoliberalism has emerged from the crisis strengthened when it broke a number of the
most prominent economists hastened to announce the death of neoliberalism they regarded the
pursuit of neoliberal policy as the fruit of dogmatism for pierre dardot and christian laval
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neoliberalism is no mere dogma supported by powerful oligarchies it is a veritable politico
institutional system that obeys a logic of self reinforcement far from representing a break
crisis has become a formidably effective mode of government in showing how this system
crystallized and solidified the book explains that the neoliberal straitjacket has succeeded
in preventing any course correction by progressively deactivating democracy increasing the
disarray and demobilization the so called governmental left has actively helped strengthen
this oligarchical logic the latter could lead to a definitive exit from democracy in favour of
expertocratic governance free of any control however nothing has been decided yet the revival
of democratic activity which we see emerging in the political movements and experiments of
recent years is a sign that the political confrontation with the neoliberal system and the
oligarchical bloc has already begun how and when should we end a war what place should the
pathways to a war s end have in war planning and decision making this volume treats the topic
of ending war as part and parcel of how wars begin and how they are fought a unique complex
problem worthy of its own conversation new essays by leading thinkers and practitioners in the
fields of philosophical ethics international relations and military law reflect on the problem
and show that it is imperative that we address not only the resolution of war but how and if a
war as waged can accommodate a future peace the essays collectively solidify the topic and
underline its centrality to the future of military ethics strategy and war with the inclusion
of access to energy in the sustainable development goals the role of energy to human existence
was finally recognized yet in africa this achievement is far from realized omorogbe and ordor
bring together experts in their fields to ask what is stalling progress examining problems
from institutions catering to vested interests at the continent s expense to a need to develop
vigorous financial and fiscal frameworks the ramifications and complications of energy law are
labyrinthine this volume discusses how energy deficits can burden disabled people women and
children in excess of their more fortunate counterparts as well as considering environmental
issues including the delicate balance between the necessity of water for drinking and cleaning
and the use of water in industrial processes a pivotal work of scholarship the book poses
pressing questions for energy law and international human rights this classic text presents
blair s beveridge lecture alongside the views of some of britain s foremost policy analysts
and commentators it provides a rich tapestry of analysis insight and reflection that will
stimulate critical debate about the shape of british welfare for some time to come in 1915
women from over thirty countries met in the hague to express opposition to world war i and
propose ways to end it the delegates made three demands for women to be present at all
international peace conferences a women s only peace conference to be convened alongside any
official negotiations and the establishment of universal suffrage while these demands went
unmet at the time contemporary women s groups continue to seek participation in peace
negotiations and to have language promoting gender equality inserted into all peace agreements
between 1975 and 2011 about 40 of all conflicts that produced peace agreements resulted in at
least one with references to women many of these clauses addressed compensation for wartime
gender based violence and guarantees for women s participation in the post conflict
transitional period others included electoral quotas and changes to inheritance legislation
curiously the language used to address women is near consistent across these agreements and
that is because it reflects international women s rights norms rather than more local norms
why is it that though a peace agreement s primary objective is to end conflict some include
potentially controversial provisions about gender that might delay or complicate reaching an
agreement why do these provisions echo international norms rather than local cultural ones and
which factors make it more likely that women s rights will appear in peace agreements windows
of opportunity answers these questions by examining peace negotiations in burundi macedonia
and northern ireland along with 195 peace agreements signed between 1975 and 2011 it looks at
the key actors involved in lobbying for women s participation along with their motivations
objectives and strategies it also explores the reasons for similarities among the gender
provisions reprint of the original first published in 1875 why does hunger persist in a world
of plenty ending hunger worldwide challenges the naive notion that everyone wants hunger to
end arguing that the powerful care but not enough to make a difference george kent argues that
the central focus in overcoming hunger should be on building stronger communities it is these
communities which can provide mutual support to ensure that people don t go hungry kent
demonstrates that there is not a shortage of food but of what amartya sen terms opportunities
and that developing tight knit communities will lead to more opportunities for the hungry and
undernourished ending hunger worldwide challenges dominant market led solutions and will be
essential reading for activists ngo workers and development students looking for a fresh
perspective the beginning of futility and futility ending in disaster discussed italys joining
the allies and going on the offensive against austria hungary with berlins assistance deep
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penetrations were made into italian territory resulting in allied troops coming to italys
assistance while secret negotiations for a separate peace with vienna between u s president
wilson and englands prime minister lloyd george failed a repeat habsburg offensive was halted
followed by the issuance of the manifesto which would place the empires ethnics as independent
nations under the habsburg crown a move which led to the disintegration of the habsburg army
and empire this adelphi offers a series of economic perspectives on conflict resolution to
show how the challenges of peacebuilding can be more effectively tackled part history part
explanation of early music this book also plays devil s advocate criticizing current practices
and urging experimentation haynes a veteran of the movement describes a vision of the future
that involves improvisation rhetorical expression and composition a booklist best literary
travel book 2017 and kirkus reviews best nonfiction book 2016 a penetrating study of human
character in a challenging environment david welky s seamless narrative chilling at times and
always thought provoking transports the reader to a time when the arctic was virtually as
harsh and inaccessible a place as the moon or mars natural history from a snow swept hill in
the ice fields northwest of greenland famed arctic explorer robert e peary spots a line of
mysterious peaks dotting the horizon in 1906 he names that distant uncharted territory crocker
land years later two of peary s disciples george borup and donald macmillan take the brave
steps peary never did with a team of amateur adventurers and intrepid native guides they
endeavor to reach this unknown land and fill in the last blank space on the globe what follows
is hardship and mishap the likes of which none of the explorers could possibly have imagined
from howling blizzards and desperate food shortages to crime and tragedy the explorers
experience a remarkable journey of endurance courage and hope set in one of the world s most
inhospitable places a wretched and precarious situation is an arctic tale unlike any other at
the time of independence few believed that a country made up of over 500 princely states and
british provinces could survive as a nation even for a few years that a land stripped of its
riches wracked by disease and famine and divided along tense communal lines could thrive in
its ambition and aspirations yet in 75 years since independence india has grown beyond anyone
s expectation today it s an asian powerhouse poised to become the third largest economy in the
world in many ways this is one of the greatest underdog beating the odds stories in world
history how did india get this far what were the sweeping social cultural scientific political
military environmental and economic developments it witnessed along the way interspersed with
personal anecdotes illustrations infographics informative timelines and pull quotes after
midnight gives a powerful context to the present and revels in the diverse and remarkable
ideas that have come to shape this great nation it attempts to provide young readers with
perspective meaning and food for thought as they try to comprehend the many facets of this
fascinating country this well researched accessible and definitive handbook tells the story of
india like never before suspension and expulsion rates have doubled over the past three
decades as zero tolerance policies have become the normal response to a host of minor
infractions that extend well beyond just drugs and weapons students from all demographic
groups have suffered but minority and special needs students have suffered the most derek
black weaves stories about individual students lessons from social science and the outcomes of
courts cases to unearth an irrational system of punishment while schools and legislatures have
proven unable and unwilling to amend their failing policies ending zero tolerance argues for
constitutional protections to check abuses in school discipline and lays out theories by which
courts should re engage to enforce students rights and support broader reforms the story of
the dramatic collapse of the british and french colonial empires in the aftermath of the
second world war now told for the first time as part of one global process 8 challenging the
state handbook to brining books together with children in grades k 8 danove develops a method
for analysing syntactic semantic and lexical features of greek verbs and prepositions in mark
providing a lexicon and parsing guide for the gospel in the first part of this study of the
greek of mark s gospel danove develops a method for analyzing the syntactic semantic and
lexical attributes of greek verbs and prepositions he also usefully formulates the results of
these analyses as entries for a lexicon and parsing guide for mark the ensuing exegetical
studies address a wide range of questions textual critical questions disputed points of
punctuation translation of groups of verbs with particular syntactic and semantic properties
and how the method can assist in studying the characterization of god
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volume 3 of 4 this volume contains the war services of 1 regular officers on the active list
and on retired pay and officers on the general reserve 2 officers of the special reserve of
officers the territorial force and those serving on temporary commissions who had war service
prior to the war of 1914 19 and who were gazetted before 2nd january 1918 to mentions in
despatches and honours in the war of 1914 20 also included under separate headings are queen
alexandra s imperial military nursing service territorial force nursing service queen mary s
army auxiliary corps as well as officers of the forces of the oversea dominions and colonies
names are arranged alphabetically it should be noted that officers of the regular army
including those with temporary commissions special reserve and territorial force who have
retired or have relinquished their commissions with permission to retain rank but are not in
receipt of any retired pay from army funds are not included in these lists their details are
published in a separate supplementary volume
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john hargreaves examines how the british french belgian spanish and portuguese colonies in
tropical africa became independent in the postwar years and in doing so transformed the
international landscape african demands for independence and colonial plans for reform central
to the story are seen here in the wider context of changing international relationships
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existing studies of the vietnam war have been written mostly from an american perspective
using western sources and viewing the conflict through western eyes this book based on
extensive original research including vietnamese chinese and former soviet sources tells the
story of the war from the tet offensive in 1968 up to the reunification of vietnam in april
1975 overall it provides an important corrective to the predominantly us centric narratives of
the war by placing the vietnamese communists centre stage in the story it is a sequel to the
author s routledge curzon book the vietnam war from the other side which covers the period
1962 68

Quarterly Army List for the Quarter Ending 31st December, 1919
- Volume 3
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this book explores the creation and destruction of abel gance s most ambitious film project
and seeks to explain why his meteoric career was so nearly extinguished at the end of silent
cinema by 1929 gance was france s most famous director acclaimed for his technical innovation
and visual imagination he was also admonished for the excessive length and expense of his
productions gance s first sound film la fin du monde 1930 was a critical and financial
disaster so great that it nearly destroyed his career but what went wrong gance claimed it was
commercial sabotage whilst critics blamed the director s inexperience with new technology
neither excuse is satisfactory based on extensive archival research this book re investigates
the cultural background and aesthetic consequences of gance s transition from silent
filmmaking to sound cinema la fin du monde is revealed to be only one element of an
extraordinary cultural project to transform cinema into a universal religion and propagate its
power through the league of nations from unfinished films to unrealized social revolutions the
reader is given a fascinating tour of gance s lost cinematic utopia
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feast throughout human history and in all parts of the world feasts have been at the heart of
life the great museums of the world are full of the remains of countless ghostly feasts dishes
that once bore rich meats pitchers used to pour choice wines tall jars that held beer sipped
through long straws of gold and lapis immense cauldrons from which hundreds of people could be
served why were feasts so important and is there more to feasting than abundance and enjoyment
the never ending feast is a pioneering work that draws on anthropology archaeology and history
to look at the dynamics of feasting among the great societies of antiquity renowned for their
magnificence and might reflecting new directions in academic study the focus shifts beyond the
medieval and early modern periods in western europe eastwards to mesopotamia assyria and
achaemenid persia early greece the mongol empire shang china and heian japan the past speaks
through texts and artefacts we see how feasts were the primary arena for displays of hierarchy
status and power a stage upon which loyalties and alliances were negotiated the occasion for
the mobilization and distribution of resources a means of pleasing the gods and the place
where identities were created consolidated and destroyed the never ending feast transforms our
understanding of feasting past and present revitalising the fields of anthropology archaeology
history museum studies material culture and food studies for all of which it is essential
reading
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neoliberalism s war against democracy and how to resist it how do we explain the strange
survival of the forces responsible for the 2008 economic crisis one of the worst since 1929
how do we explain the fact that neoliberalism has emerged from the crisis strengthened when it
broke a number of the most prominent economists hastened to announce the death of
neoliberalism they regarded the pursuit of neoliberal policy as the fruit of dogmatism for
pierre dardot and christian laval neoliberalism is no mere dogma supported by powerful
oligarchies it is a veritable politico institutional system that obeys a logic of self
reinforcement far from representing a break crisis has become a formidably effective mode of
government in showing how this system crystallized and solidified the book explains that the
neoliberal straitjacket has succeeded in preventing any course correction by progressively
deactivating democracy increasing the disarray and demobilization the so called governmental
left has actively helped strengthen this oligarchical logic the latter could lead to a
definitive exit from democracy in favour of expertocratic governance free of any control
however nothing has been decided yet the revival of democratic activity which we see emerging
in the political movements and experiments of recent years is a sign that the political
confrontation with the neoliberal system and the oligarchical bloc has already begun

Decolonization in Africa
2014-07-30

how and when should we end a war what place should the pathways to a war s end have in war
planning and decision making this volume treats the topic of ending war as part and parcel of
how wars begin and how they are fought a unique complex problem worthy of its own conversation
new essays by leading thinkers and practitioners in the fields of philosophical ethics
international relations and military law reflect on the problem and show that it is imperative
that we address not only the resolution of war but how and if a war as waged can accommodate a
future peace the essays collectively solidify the topic and underline its centrality to the
future of military ethics strategy and war

Ending the Vietnam War
2005-06-28

with the inclusion of access to energy in the sustainable development goals the role of energy



to human existence was finally recognized yet in africa this achievement is far from realized
omorogbe and ordor bring together experts in their fields to ask what is stalling progress
examining problems from institutions catering to vested interests at the continent s expense
to a need to develop vigorous financial and fiscal frameworks the ramifications and
complications of energy law are labyrinthine this volume discusses how energy deficits can
burden disabled people women and children in excess of their more fortunate counterparts as
well as considering environmental issues including the delicate balance between the necessity
of water for drinking and cleaning and the use of water in industrial processes a pivotal work
of scholarship the book poses pressing questions for energy law and international human rights

The American Catalogue
1880

this classic text presents blair s beveridge lecture alongside the views of some of britain s
foremost policy analysts and commentators it provides a rich tapestry of analysis insight and
reflection that will stimulate critical debate about the shape of british welfare for some
time to come

Abel Gance and the End of Silent Cinema
2016-11-10

in 1915 women from over thirty countries met in the hague to express opposition to world war i
and propose ways to end it the delegates made three demands for women to be present at all
international peace conferences a women s only peace conference to be convened alongside any
official negotiations and the establishment of universal suffrage while these demands went
unmet at the time contemporary women s groups continue to seek participation in peace
negotiations and to have language promoting gender equality inserted into all peace agreements
between 1975 and 2011 about 40 of all conflicts that produced peace agreements resulted in at
least one with references to women many of these clauses addressed compensation for wartime
gender based violence and guarantees for women s participation in the post conflict
transitional period others included electoral quotas and changes to inheritance legislation
curiously the language used to address women is near consistent across these agreements and
that is because it reflects international women s rights norms rather than more local norms
why is it that though a peace agreement s primary objective is to end conflict some include
potentially controversial provisions about gender that might delay or complicate reaching an
agreement why do these provisions echo international norms rather than local cultural ones and
which factors make it more likely that women s rights will appear in peace agreements windows
of opportunity answers these questions by examining peace negotiations in burundi macedonia
and northern ireland along with 195 peace agreements signed between 1975 and 2011 it looks at
the key actors involved in lobbying for women s participation along with their motivations
objectives and strategies it also explores the reasons for similarities among the gender
provisions

The Never-ending Feast
2015-02-26

reprint of the original first published in 1875

Never Ending Nightmare
2019-04-16

why does hunger persist in a world of plenty ending hunger worldwide challenges the naive
notion that everyone wants hunger to end arguing that the powerful care but not enough to make
a difference george kent argues that the central focus in overcoming hunger should be on
building stronger communities it is these communities which can provide mutual support to
ensure that people don t go hungry kent demonstrates that there is not a shortage of food but
of what amartya sen terms opportunities and that developing tight knit communities will lead
to more opportunities for the hungry and undernourished ending hunger worldwide challenges



dominant market led solutions and will be essential reading for activists ngo workers and
development students looking for a fresh perspective

How to End a War
2023-03-09

the beginning of futility and futility ending in disaster discussed italys joining the allies
and going on the offensive against austria hungary with berlins assistance deep penetrations
were made into italian territory resulting in allied troops coming to italys assistance while
secret negotiations for a separate peace with vienna between u s president wilson and englands
prime minister lloyd george failed a repeat habsburg offensive was halted followed by the
issuance of the manifesto which would place the empires ethnics as independent nations under
the habsburg crown a move which led to the disintegration of the habsburg army and empire

Ending Africa's Energy Deficit and the Law
2018-02-22

this adelphi offers a series of economic perspectives on conflict resolution to show how the
challenges of peacebuilding can be more effectively tackled

Books in Print Supplement
1994

part history part explanation of early music this book also plays devil s advocate criticizing
current practices and urging experimentation haynes a veteran of the movement describes a
vision of the future that involves improvisation rhetorical expression and composition

Psychopharmacology Abstracts
1965

a booklist best literary travel book 2017 and kirkus reviews best nonfiction book 2016 a
penetrating study of human character in a challenging environment david welky s seamless
narrative chilling at times and always thought provoking transports the reader to a time when
the arctic was virtually as harsh and inaccessible a place as the moon or mars natural history
from a snow swept hill in the ice fields northwest of greenland famed arctic explorer robert e
peary spots a line of mysterious peaks dotting the horizon in 1906 he names that distant
uncharted territory crocker land years later two of peary s disciples george borup and donald
macmillan take the brave steps peary never did with a team of amateur adventurers and intrepid
native guides they endeavor to reach this unknown land and fill in the last blank space on the
globe what follows is hardship and mishap the likes of which none of the explorers could
possibly have imagined from howling blizzards and desperate food shortages to crime and
tragedy the explorers experience a remarkable journey of endurance courage and hope set in one
of the world s most inhospitable places a wretched and precarious situation is an arctic tale
unlike any other

Ending Child Poverty
1999

at the time of independence few believed that a country made up of over 500 princely states
and british provinces could survive as a nation even for a few years that a land stripped of
its riches wracked by disease and famine and divided along tense communal lines could thrive
in its ambition and aspirations yet in 75 years since independence india has grown beyond
anyone s expectation today it s an asian powerhouse poised to become the third largest economy
in the world in many ways this is one of the greatest underdog beating the odds stories in
world history how did india get this far what were the sweeping social cultural scientific
political military environmental and economic developments it witnessed along the way
interspersed with personal anecdotes illustrations infographics informative timelines and pull



quotes after midnight gives a powerful context to the present and revels in the diverse and
remarkable ideas that have come to shape this great nation it attempts to provide young
readers with perspective meaning and food for thought as they try to comprehend the many
facets of this fascinating country this well researched accessible and definitive handbook
tells the story of india like never before

Windows of Opportunity
2016-01-04

suspension and expulsion rates have doubled over the past three decades as zero tolerance
policies have become the normal response to a host of minor infractions that extend well
beyond just drugs and weapons students from all demographic groups have suffered but minority
and special needs students have suffered the most derek black weaves stories about individual
students lessons from social science and the outcomes of courts cases to unearth an irrational
system of punishment while schools and legislatures have proven unable and unwilling to amend
their failing policies ending zero tolerance argues for constitutional protections to check
abuses in school discipline and lays out theories by which courts should re engage to enforce
students rights and support broader reforms
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the story of the dramatic collapse of the british and french colonial empires in the aftermath
of the second world war now told for the first time as part of one global process

The Publishers Weekly
1925

8 challenging the state

Worlds Ending. Ending Worlds
2023-12-04

handbook to brining books together with children in grades k 8

Ending Hunger Worldwide
2015-12-03

danove develops a method for analysing syntactic semantic and lexical features of greek verbs
and prepositions in mark providing a lexicon and parsing guide for the gospel in the first
part of this study of the greek of mark s gospel danove develops a method for analyzing the
syntactic semantic and lexical attributes of greek verbs and prepositions he also usefully
formulates the results of these analyses as entries for a lexicon and parsing guide for mark
the ensuing exegetical studies address a wide range of questions textual critical questions
disputed points of punctuation translation of groups of verbs with particular syntactic and
semantic properties and how the method can assist in studying the characterization of god

Disaster Ending in Final Victory
2010-02-22

Annual Report of the Department of Agriculture for the Year
Ending ...
1915



Ending Wars, Consolidating Peace
2010

The End of Early Music
2007-07-20

Some Legal Foundations of Society: Understanding.-2.
Purpose.-3. Conciliation.-4. Justice under law and for
humanitarianism as foundation of society and challenge of
civilization.-5. Justice, science, and religion as
contributions to civilization.-6. Uniformitarian process under
supreme law
1941

British Books in Print
1985

A Wretched and Precarious Situation: In Search of the Last
Arctic Frontier
2016-11-01

Subject Guide to Books in Print
1984

Books in Print
1991

The Publishers' Trade List Annual
1967

Whitaker's Cumulative Book List
1974

After Midnight
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Appendix to the Journals of the House of Representatives of
New Zealand
1895

Ending Zero Tolerance
2018-08-07

Fight Or Flight
2014-03

Ending Violence Against Women
2001

Legacies
1996

Linguistics and Exegesis in the Gospel of Mark
2001
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